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 A 2D model for air-side performance of minichannel evaporators is proposed. 
 The classical ε-NTU approach is compared with the current model.  
 The ε-NTU approach fails to predict the actual fin dehumidifying condition. 
 Assuming adiabatic-fin-tip results to large deviations in fin temperature profile. 
 The deviations in total heat transfer between the two models are up to 52%. 
ABSTRACT  
This paper presents a comparative study between the air-side heat transfer results of a two-dimensional numerical 
model for minichannel evaporators (Fin2D-W), and the results of the classical ε-NTU approach. This study is 
carried out for different dehumidifying conditions, and for scenarios with different degree of temperature difference 
between tubes due to the refrigerant superheat. The Fin2D-W model solves the two-dimensional heat conduction in 
the fin wall considering also a 2D discretization for the air flow in contact with it. Thus, the presented model is able 
to capture the partial dehumidification scenarios and the effect of the heat conduction between tubes. The results 
analyze the differences, due to these phenomena, between the proposed model and the classical approach. 
Significant deviations between the two models are reported, especially in the cases of partially wet fin and high 
values of superheat, resulting in being up to ≈ 52% in total heat transfer. 
Keywords: minichannel evaporator, modeling, air-side analysis, heat transfer, mass transfer. 
 
 




A surface area [m2]  Greek symbols 
a parameter defined in Eq. 5 [kgw kgda
-1]  α sensible heat transfer coefficient 
[W m-2 K-1] 
b slope of saturated humidity ratio line [K-1]  αD mass transfer coefficient [kg m
-2 s-1] 
Cp specific heat [J kg
-1 K-1]  αwet total heat transfer coefficient for wet 
case [W m-2 K-1] 
G mass flux [kg m-2 s-1]  β parameter defined in Eq. 6 [K] 
Hf fin height [m]  ε thermal effectiveness [─] 
hfg latent heat of water condensation [J kg
-1]  η thermal efficiency [─] 
k conductivity [W m-1 K-1]  λ thermal conductance [W K-1] 
l distance between two wall cells [m]  Subscripts 
Le Lewis number [─]  a air 
m  mass flow rate [kg s
-1]  c centroid of wall cell 
NTU number of transfer units [─]  dp dew point 
P perimeter [m]  f fin 
Q  
heat transfer [W]  
fB fin base 
q  heat flux [W m
-2]  i fluid cell index 
RH relative humidity [%]  j wall cell index 
s length in the direction of a fluid [m]  k direction index 
SH superheat=Tut-Tlt [K]  lt lower tube 
T temperature [oC]  ma moist air 
T* modified moist air temperature [oC]  N, S, W, E directions of neighbor wall cell 
t thickness [m]  s surface of wall cell 
Uwet overall heat transfer coefficient for wet case 
[W m-2 K-1] 
 
sat saturated 
W humidity ratio [kgw kgda
-1]  tot total 
x, y, z spatial coordinates [m]  ut upper tube 
   Superscripts 
   in inlet 
   out outlet 
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 




Currently, several models or simulation tools for heat exchangers are available in the literature: for conventional-
channel (Liang et al., 2001; Corberán et al., 2002; Domanski, 2003; Jiang et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2008; IMST-
ART, 2010); and for minichannel (Wu and Webb, 2002; Asinari et al., 2004; Martínez-Ballester et al., 2011; Zhao et 
al., 2012; Gossard et al., 2013; Ren et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2015). 
To allow for good and accurate modeling of the heat exchangers, a discretization process is required. The tubes of 
the heat exchanger are divided into a number of segments, usually along the refrigerant flow direction, with its 
corresponding fins. Each segment represents an individual heat exchanger which could be evaluated by classical 
global methods, i.e., the logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD), logarithmic mean enthalpy difference 
(LMHD), ε-NTU, and so on. However, on the other hand, those segments could be additionally discretized into a 
number of cells using finite volume method (FVM) or finite element method (FEM). For each cell heat and mass 
balances are implemented. The main difference between the two methodologies is that the classical global methods 
have several implicit assumptions resulting in less freedom to describe the actual processes. These include, for 
example, no heat conduction between tubes along the fin (adiabatic-fin-tip assumption), negligible effect of 
longitudinal heat conduction (LHC), and uniform air temperature along the fin height.  
The impact of these assumptions on the air-side performance of minichannel gas coolers and condensers were 
extensively discussed by Asinari et al. (2004), Martínez-Ballester et al. (2011), and Yin et al. (2015). However, 
more assumptions are employed when modeling minichannel evaporators under dehumidification, such as: 
 Uniform humidity ratio along the fin height. This assumption is a consequence of using the fin theory which also 
assumes a uniform air temperature profile within the same direction. Martínez-Ballester et al. (2011) concluded in 
their study that a notable air temperature gradient exists near tubes, which also extends far from the boundary layer 
region. This fact could have an important impact on local effects controlling the heat and mass transfer, e.g. 
dehumidification. 
 No consideration of partial fin dehumidification. When the heat exchanger is used as an evaporator, its wall 
surface temperature is usually below the average dew point of the surrounding moist air. This results in 
simultaneous heat and mass transfer. However, some locations on the fin surface could be wet, and some others 
could be dry, due to the fin temperature gradient. The fin temperature profile and, therefore, the local dehumidifying 
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condition depend on the local dew point of surrounding air, fin roots temperatures, and fin efficiency. To identify the 
surface area below or above the dew point along both the tube and the associated fin is considered to be a challenge 
in modeling evaporators for simulation tools. Thus, most of evaporator models in the literature usually assume that 
the whole evaporator segment is either completely dry or wet based on: the tube surface temperature (Zhao et al., 
2012); or the average wall surface temperature for the tube and fin, to capture the effect of fin temperature profile 
(Jiang et al., 2006). 
As noted from the previous literature review, these classical modeling assumptions have not been studied so 
extensively for evaporators, especially minichannel evaporators under different dehumidifying conditions. This 
motivated Hassan et al. (2015) to develop a fundamental 2D numerical model, referred to as Fin2D-W. This model 
has been considered to be an extension of the Fin2D model which was proposed by Martínez-Ballester et al. (2011). 
However, their model was basically developed for modeling the condensers and gas coolers; since it did not take 
into account the dehumidification process. The Fin2D-W model divides the whole evaporator to segments, which in 
turn are subdivided into different cells. The energy and mass balances are applied to each cell without using any 
classical modeling assumption. This numerical model takes into account the 2D heat conduction in any wall element 
(fin or tube), does not apply the fin theory, captures a detailed representation of air properties in both longitudinal 
and transverse directions, and finally accounts for partial dehumidification scenarios for the fin and tube. Hassan et 
al. (2015) compared the numerical results of the Fin2D-W model with the classical ε-NTU method which was based 
on all the above mentioned assumptions. In their work the same temperature for upper and lower tubes was 
assumed, accordingly the assumption of adiabatic-fin-tip at half the height was exactly correct in this case. The main 
conclusions of their study were as follows: 
 For the totally dry fin, the ε-NTU approach overestimated the sensible heat transfer by approximately 4%. The 
main source of this deviation could be the assumption of uniform air temperature between tubes. 
 For the partially wet fin, the ε-NTU approach always fails to predict the actual fin status because it does not 
account for partially wet scenarios. This resulted in significant deviations, especially in latent heat transfer, 
between the two approaches. 
 For the totally wet fin, the ε-NTU approach generally overpredicts the sensible, latent, and total heat transfer rates 
for all inlet air cases studied. The average deviation in total heat transfer rate was 4.11%. The main source of 
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divergence between the two approaches is the assumption of constant air temperature and humidity ratio between 
tubes. 
 The ε-NTU model was five times faster than the Fin2D-W model, for all the cases studied. 
Also, the results showed that the range of partially wet fin was very small, due to the high fin efficiency. However in 
evaporators, there is usually a region of refrigerant superheat. This, subsequently, results in a temperature difference 
between the neighboring tubes which, in turn, results in a significant temperature gradient in the fin, regardless the 
fin efficiency. Under this situation, the assumption of adiabatic-fin-tip at half the height is not valid anymore, and 
the partial dehumidification scenarios have more impact on the heat and mass transfer rates. Hence in the current 
paper, the Fin2D-W model is employed to evaluate mainly these phenomena in minichannel evaporators operating 
with useful superheat. 
1. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
As discussed before, the proposed model is considered to be a fundamental numerical approach and a preliminary 
step to evaluate the impact of different classical modeling assumptions on the air-side performance of minichannel 
evaporators under dehumidifying conditions. This allows the authors to identify the phenomena and assumptions 
which have the greatest effect on the process of heat and mass transfer, subsequently, developing a more general 
evaporator model which will account for the most important phenomena in reasonable computation time. 
1.1 Evaporator Discretization 
Fig. 1a presents the main scheme used to discretize two tubes in minichannel evaporator. The tubes is discretized 
along the x-direction (refrigerant flow) in a number of segments “a”. Each segment (Fig. 1b) consists of two streams 
of refrigerant (top and bottom flows) that are split into “b” channels in the z-direction (air flow); two flat tubes (top 
and bottom) that are discretized into “c” cells in the z-direction; and both air flow and fins, which are discretized in 
two dimensions: “d” cells in the y-direction and “e” cells in the z-direction. This is summarized in the text as a grid 
{a,b,c,d,e}. For illustration of the nomenclature, the numerical example shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to the grid 
{2,5,3,6,5}. However, the actual discretization grid used in the current study is defined later in Section 2. 
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1.2 Governing Equations 
Every fluid cell (refrigerant or air) has two nodes, which correspond to the inlet and the outlet in the fluid flow 
direction. The wall cells (tube or fin) have only one node located at the centroid of the cell, as shown in Fig. 2. All 
cell’s local variables are referred to the value in these nodes; e.g. in
i
T and o u t
i
T  are the temperature at the inlet and 
outlet, respectively, of a fluid cell i. Tc,j is the temperatures of a wall cell j defined at the centroid. The following 
assumptions are made to simplify the analysis: 
a) the thermal conductivity of the fin and tube walls and latent heat of condensation of the water vapor are 
constant;  
b) the moist air flow is steady with uniform inlet velocity distribution; 
c) the condensate forms a smooth continuous film on the wall surface and flows under the effect of gravity only 
(Kuehn et al., 1998, ch. 11, p. 309; Coney et al., 1989b); 
d) the thermal resistance associated with the presence of thin water film due to condensation is small and may be 
neglected (Coney et al., 1989a; Liang et al., 2000; Sharqawy and Zubair, 2008); and 
e) the effect of air pressure drop due to air flow is neglected. 
The analysis of refrigerant-side for the current model was already done by Martínez-Ballester et al. (2011), so the 
current paper only focuses on the air-side analysis of minichannel evaporators. In this situation, the governing 
equations can be expressed as follows. 
1.2.1 Moist air analysis 
In the Fin2D-W model, the air is dehumidified and cooled with decreasing the humidity ratio and dry-bulb 
temperature, respectively. The mass balance within any air cell i in contact with ni wall cells is 
, s a t , , , ,
1
( ) ,  i f  ( )
i
n
i i D ij i s j i j i s j d p i
j
m d W W W P d s T T

        (1a) 
,
0 ,  if  ( )
i
i i s j d p
m d W T T     (1b) 
where 
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 is the mass transfer coefficient based on Chilton–Colburn analogy (Threlkeld, 1970). 
 
While, the heat balance gives 
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1.2.2 Wall analysis 
The 2D energy balance within any wall cell j in contact with nj fluid cells is represented by 





j k j c j i j
i
k t T q

       (3) 
kj,k is the thermal conductivity of the wall cell j in the k-direction. Thus it is possible to study the influence of 2D 
heat conduction at both fin and tube walls. The second term in Eq. 3 represents the summation of total heat transfer 
from/to surrounding fluids. The total heat transfer between any wall cell j and corresponding moist air cell i is 
defined in Eq. 4. 
   
, ,
to t , , , s a t , ,2 / 3
, m a ,
a i j fg i
i j a i j i s j i s j
i p i
h





   

 (4) 
To relate, in Eq. 4, the saturated air humidity ratio Wsat,s,j to its corresponding surface wall temperature Ts,j, a proper 
relationship is required. Many authors, such as Wu and Bong (1994), Liang et al. (2000), and Sharqawy and Zubair 
(2008), proposed different schemes to simplify the solution. The linear scheme used in the current study, as 
expressed in Eq. 5, is the one which was suggested by Sharqawy and Zubair (2008). 
 s a t , , , ,s j s j i j i j s jW T a b T    (5) 
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After substituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 4, and taking into account the conduction resistance within half thickness of the 
wall cell, the total heat transfer between any wall cell and air cell in contact can be now written as: 





to t , w e t , ,i j i j i j c j
q U T T   (6) 
where 
w e t ,














is the overall heat transfer coefficient for the wet case which accounts for total 
convection and conduction resistances; 
w e t , ,
(1 )
i j a i j i i j
b      
is the total heat transfer coefficient for the wet case, which accounts for sensible 
and latent heat transfer; 
2 / 3
, , m a ,i fg i i p i




















T T  
For solving the previous system of equations, a set of boundary conditions is needed. Inlet conditions and velocity 
distributions are known for air. The wall edges are considered to be adiabatic with the surrounding. Only two tubes 
of the whole evaporator are going to be modeled in this work, so an additional boundary condition is necessary. As a 
result, both tubes are assumed to have a symmetry condition, adiabatic-section at half the channel height. This 
condition implies that the heat transferred from a tube to each of the neighboring tubes is the same. 
1.3 Numerical Scheme 
The FVM (Patankar, 1980) is applied along with the semi-explicit method for wall temperature linked equations 
(SEWTLE) (Corberán et al., 2001) in order to discretize the governing equations presented in the previous 
subsection. However, it is necessary to assume temperature and humidity ratio profiles for the air to obtain the 
estimation of the integral of the heat and mass transfer between the moist air and corresponding piece of wall (Eq. 3) 
in the flow direction. This integration must be consistent with the integration of the coincident terms in Eqs. 1 and 2. 
The linear fluid temperature variation scheme (LFTV) has been employed, as Corberán et al. (2001) suggested for 
this application. After discretizing the Laplacian term in Eq. 3 using classical finite difference approach, besides 
applying the LFTV scheme, Eq. 3 can be now expressed as follows. 
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All λj─k terms refer to the thermal conductance between the current wall cell j and the neighboring wall cell in the 
direction k. The direction references are different in the tube and fin cells, the schematic used in the current model is 
shown in Fig. 3. The term λj─f is only evaluated if the current cell j is a tube cell, to account for the heat conduction 
from/to the adjacent fin cell. 
While the discretization of air-side total heat transfer equation (Eq. 6) is represented by 
 
*
to t , w e t , ,i j i j i j c j
q U T T   (8) 
, where 










In the same way, The LFTV scheme is also applied to Eqs. 1 and 2 to calculate the outgoing air humidity ratio and 
temperature, as expressed next in Eqs. 9 and 10, respectively. 
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2. NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF THE FIN2D-W AND CLASSICAL ε-NTU MODELS FOR 
DIFFERENT DEHUMIDIFYING CONDITIONS AND SUPERHEAT VALUES 
The classical ε-NTU approach is considered to be one of the most favorite methods for modeling heat exchangers in 
the literature, because of its simplicity and calculation speed. However, it adopts many implicit assumptions to 
simplify the solution, as explained before, during its development. Accordingly, the authors have decided to 
compare the Fin2D-W air-side heat transfer results with the general ε-NTU approach; as outlined in Kays and 
London (1984) for dry cases, and Ragazzi (1995) for wet cases. This allows for assessing the performance of the 
proposed model for different dehumidifying conditions and superheat values, additionally, identifying the errors 
resulted from the widely used modeling assumptions. 
The verification process of the Fin2D-W model was already carried out by Hassan et al. (2015). Moreover, the case 
studied by Hassan et al. (2015) is also used in the current work. The case study consists of two evaporator tubes with 
a tube length of 8.6 cm, fin height of 8 mm, fin thickness of 0.152 mm, fin pitch of 1.59 mm, and only one 
refrigerant pass. These geometrical specifications are sufficient to identify the sources of deviations between the 
Fin2D-W and ε-NTU models in this kind of heat exchangers; since the relevant dimension to be discretized, in order 
to face the main prediction challenges which were discussed, is the fin height. To obtain a detailed representation of 
the fin and air flow in both longitudinal and transverse directions, The evaporator piece in the case study is 
discretized into a grid of {3,1,10,30,10}. 
In the classical ε-NTU modeling, the fins are assumed to be adiabatic at half the height which results in two 
segments (upper and lower). Each segment is treated separately using the corresponding adiabatic-fin-tip efficiency 
(for wet or dry condition) and thermal effectiveness relationship. To identify whether the segment is totally wet or 
dry, the following condition (Eq. 11), which was proposed by Jiang et al. (2006), is adopted in the current ε-NTU 
model: 
 , d ry , d ryf f fB a aT T T T    (11) 
where 
, d ryf
T  is the average fin temperature evaluated under dry condition assumption by using the fin theory. If 
, d ryf d p
T T , then the segment will be assumed to be totally wet; otherwise, it will be assumed to be totally dry. 
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To allow for proper comparison between the two models the following assumptions are made: firstly, the tubes 
temperatures are assumed to be given; secondly, the air-side heat transfer coefficient is constant; finally, the 
properties of moist air are constant. Accordingly, the thermal effectiveness relationship used is ε = 1-exp (-NTU) 
(Bergman et al., 2011, ch. 11, pp. 723─730). 
Three cases have been chosen to represent different inlet air conditions to the evaporator, as seen in Table 1. These 
cases cover a wide range of refrigeration and air conditioning applications. 
A range of lower and upper tubes temperatures has been selected to capture different dehumidifying conditions and 
simulate the presence of refrigerant superheat in the evaporator tubes. The superheat (SH), in the current study, is 
assumed as the difference between upper tube temperature Tut and lower tube temperature Tlt. This scenario 
corresponds to a case in which the refrigerant evaporates in the bottom tube while is superheated in the upper one. 
The air-side sensible heat transfer coefficient was assumed to be 48 W m-2 K-1, which is considered to be an average 
normal value in air-to-refrigerant heat exchangers (Bergman et al., 2011). Since the air velocity does not change, the 
heat transfer coefficient remained the same for all the cases under study. For moist air, the Lewis number is close to 
unity (Coney et al., 1989b), so a Lewis number of unity was assumed in the current study. The comparison results 
between the two models are discussed next. 
Figs. 4─6 (part a) show the relative deviations in sensible heat transfer between the two models. The average values 
of these deviations for Cases I, II, and III are 4.1%, 3.3%, and 2.0%, respectively. The main source of these 
differences is the assumption of uniform air temperature between tubes, which is adopted by the ε-NTU model. It is 
worth mentioning that Martínez-Ballester et al. (2011) reported similar deviations for the sensible heat transfer 
results in a comparative study between the ε-NTU approach and a 2D numerical model for minichannel CO2 gas 
cooler. 
The main disadvantage of the ε-NTU model that it does not account for partial dehumidification scenarios, so with 
the increase in superheat, it tends to convert the fin condition suddenly from totally wet to a half wet fin. This, in 
turn, affects the average fin temperature, because of the change in the released amount of latent heat of water 
condensation, and subsequently the amount of sensible heat transfer. This could explain the sudden increase in 
relative deviations in sensible heat transfer between the two models in the transition region, as seen in Figs. 4a, 5a, 
and 6a.  
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The relative deviations in latent heat transfer between the ε-NTU and Fin2D-W models, based on the Fin2D-W 
model results, for the three inlet air cases under study are illustrated in Figs. 4─6 (part b). In the first region (R1) 
both models assume a totally wet fin, however, it can be seen in these figures that the ε-NTU model generally 
overpredicts the amount of latent heat transfer rate compared with the Fin2D-W model. The assumption of uniform 
humidity ratio along the fin height could be the main responsible for these differences in results. 
With a further increase in superheat, the second region (R2) starts. Despite the average fin temperature (Eq. 11) is 
used by the ε-NTU model for estimating the fin condition, once the fin root temperature becomes very close or equal 
to the dew point of surrounding air the ε-NTU model immediately converts the status of upper half of the fin from 
totally wet to totally dry. This is the consequence of high fin efficiency which usually exists in minichannel heat 
exchangers. On the other hand, the Fin2D-W model still treats the whole fin as totally wet within this region. 
Usually, R2 is small, and this discrepancy in the fin condition does not affect the results so much. However, for 
some studied conditions, the ε-NTU model underestimates the amount of latent heat transfer compared with the 
Fin2D-W model, as seen in Figs. 4b, 5b, and 6b.  
To understand more the deviations between the two models in this region; the fin temperature profile and mass flux 
of condensed water, at half the fin depth along the air flow direction (z-direction), for a point in R2 are shown in Fig. 
7. This point represents Case II, when Tlt=2.0 
oC and SH=15.15 K. It can be clearly noticed that the ε-NTU model 
fails to predict the actual fin temperature profile, which subsequently results to a misprediction of the real fin 
dehumidifying condition and amount of latent heat transfer, compared with the Fin2D-W model. 
In the third region (R3), unlike the ε-NTU model which always assumes that the upper half of the fin is totally dry 
while the lower half is totally wet, the Fin2D-W model considers any dehumidifying condition for the fin, from 0% 
to 100% wet. It can be noticed from Figs. 4─6 (part b) that the deviations in latent heat transfer exponentially 
increase with the increase in superheat, especially with the increase in lower tube temperature. The values of these 
deviations are up to 33%, 144%, and 191% for Cases I, II, and III, respectively.  
The assumption of adiabatic-fin-tip at half the height, which is usually adopted by the classical ε-NTU approach, 
results in a non-continuous fin temperature profile; while the Fin2D-W model considers a continuous temperature 
profile. This discrepancy leads to considerable differences as the superheat increases. The fin temperature profile 
resulted from the ε-NTU model is also affected by the high fin efficiency, which subsequently results in an average 
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fin temperature that is too close to the tube wall temperature. This fact, besides the assumption of non-mixed air in 
the y-direction and the misprediction of actual fin condition can lead to these substantial deviations between the two 
models, which depend on superheat value and tube wall temperature. 
To clarify more the impact of adiabatic-fin-tip assumption at half the height on the heat transfer results, Fig. 8 
depicts the fin temperature profile and the amount of condensed water at half the fin depth, for a point in R3. This 
figure represents an extreme condition for Case II, where Tlt=12.0 
oC and SH=15.0 K. It can be seen that the Fin2D-
W model predicts that approximately 35% of the fin surface is wet while the rest is dry. However, the ε-NTU model 
assumes that the upper portion (50% of the fin height) does not exchange either heat or mass with the surrounding 
air because the temperature of the whole upper portion is equal to the inlet air temperature. Whereas, the entire 
lower portion is assumed to be totally wet with an average fin temperature ≈12.37 oC, which is very close to the 
lower tube temperature.  
The average relative deviation (ARD) values in latent and total heat transfer rates for each inlet air case are shown in 
Table 2.  
Generally, the ARD values in total heat transfer increase with the increase in inlet air temperature for R1, R2, and 
R3. However, it can be noticed in Table 2 that the deviations in total heat transfer rate in R3 (partially wet fin 
region) are more significant than the deviations in other regions. They are substantially affected by the high 
deviations in latent heat transfer between the two models. 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
The air-side heat and mass transfer results of a 2D numerical model for minichannel evaporators (Fin2D-W), which 
accounts for partial dehumidification scenarios and heat conduction through the fins, were compared with the 
classical ε-NTU approach. 
The results revealed that ε-NTU model is not able to capture the precise dehumidifying condition of the fin, 
compared with the Fin2D-W model. It only considers three fin conditions 0%, 50%, and 100% wet fin. This is 
because of the discontinuity in the fin temperature profile, which is a consequence of adapting the adiabatic-fin-tip 
assumption. In addition to this assumption, the high fin efficiency which usually exists in minichannel heat 
exchangers makes the heat transfer results very sensitive to the tube temperature. This situation becomes more 
important in the presence of temperature difference between the evaporator tubes. 
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In the region of totally wet fin, the relative deviations in total heat transfer are up to 4.33%. The main source of the 
deviations between the two approaches could be the ε-NTU modeling assumption of uniform air temperature and 
humidity ratio along the fin height. 
However in the region of partially wet fin, the deviations between the two approaches start to increase significantly 
with the increase in superheat value, especially the deviations in latent heat transfer. This is the consequence of 
using adiabatic-fin-tip assumption at half the height, which results in large differences in the fin temperature profile 
and dehumidifying condition between the two models. The relative deviations in total heat transfer between the two 
approaches for Cases I, II, and III are up to 16%, 30%, and 52%, respectively. 
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Fig. 1 ─ (a) Main discretization of two tubes in minichannel evaporator. (b) General concept of discretization 
in one evaporator segment. 
 














Fig. 3 ─ Direction references. (a) For fin cells. (b) For tube cells. 
 





Fig. 4 ─ Relative deviations in (a) sensible and (b) latent heat transfer between the ε-NTU and Fin2D-W 








































































Fig. 5 ─ Relative deviations in (a) sensible and (b) latent heat transfer between the ε-NTU and Fin2D-W 







































































Fig. 6 ─ Relative deviations in (a) sensible and (b) latent heat transfer between the ε-NTU and Fin2D-W 












































































Fig. 7 ─ (a) Fin temperature profile and (b) mass flux of condensed water, at half the fin depth, for a point in 
R2. This represents Case II, when Tlt = 2.0 
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Fig. 8 ─ (a) Fin temperature profile and (b) mass flux of condensed water, at half the fin depth, for a point in 
R3. This represents Case II, when Tlt = 12.0 
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 (kg m-2 s-1) 
Inlet pressure 
(kPa) 
Case I 14 90 
3.34 100 Case II 27 55 
Case III 40 67 
 
Table 2 ─ Average relative deviation* (ARD) in latent and total heat transfer between the ε-NTU and Fin2D-W 
models [%]. 
Case 
R1 R2 R3 
ARD in 








latent heat  
ARD in 
total heat 
I 1.7 2.91 -1.72 1.48 9.2 6.3 
II 3.0 3.0 -1.13 1.87 43.0 13.2 
III 5.0 3.0 2.3 2.0 50.0 19.5 
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